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Ken Pruess Remembered – Part One
It is with a heavy heart that I report the passing of a friend and fellow collector, Ken Pruess, on Sunday,
December 11, 2016. Ken was a long time revenue stamp collector, author, exhibitor and APS accredited judge.
With regard to fish and game stamps, I would like to say that he was one of the legendary pioneer collectors.
However, his low key approach to collecting and his personal modesty prevented him from becoming a
household name in the hobby.
In the past, I have avoided talking too much about Ken or giving him a lot of credit for the important work he
has done. Knowing Ken the way I did, I did not feel that he would appreciate it. He was a humble man and it
was not his style. Now that he is gone, I would like everyone to know just how much Ken did for our hobby.

Introduction
Ken Pruess was born in Troy, Indiana on June 21, 1932 to Elmer and Clara Grass Pruess. Growing up in
Indiana, Ken loved to hunt and fish, especially for trout. After graduation from Chrisney High School
(in Chrisney, Indiana), Ken attended Purdue University and earned a B.S. in Entomology. He then earned both
a Masters and a Doctorate in Entomology from Ohio State University, graduating in 1957. It was at Ohio State
that he first met Neva Currie. They became good friends in grad school.
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Ken’s passions for trout fishing and entomology soon became inextricably combined in the form of a lifelong
interest in fly tying. As a a leading entomologist, you can imagine that Ken tied some pretty good flies and he
was rightly proud of this ability. It was these related interests that drew him to collect, at first, trout stamps and
then fish and game stamps in general (see Figures 1a and b).

FIGURE 1A. IN 1962, KEN PURCHASED
THE FIRST DELAWARE TROUT STAMP SOLD.
NOTE THE TROUT IS LEAPING FROM THE WATER IN PURSUIT OF A FLY.

FIGURE 1B. APPLICATION FOR STAMP NUMBER 1, SHOWN ABOVE.

After leaving Ohio State, Ken began his career at the University of Nebraska in 1957, working at the
university’s North Platte Experiment Station. He would stay in North Platte until 1965, when he joined the
Entomology Department at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln.
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While living in North Platte, Ken often drove over to Colorado to Fish. According to Neva, Ken “was strictly a
bank and wade fisherman. He never fished from a boat. He Liked the small Colorado streams with beaver
ponds where he fished for brook trout” (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 2. KEN ENJOYS FISHING FOR TROUT IN A COLORADO STREAM, BELOW A BEAVER POND.
PHOTO COURTESY OF NEVA PRUESS.

Ken attended the Rocky Mountain Conference of Entomologists, held in the Colorado National Forest, during
the summer of 1962. Neva, who was then teaching Biology at the University of Oklahoma, also attended the
conference. They went on a long hike together, got lost and fell in love. As Neva likes to say, “When you climb
a mountain your heart starts pounding and you think you are in love.” They were married on June 15, 1963
(see Figure 3).

FIGURE 3. KEN FISHING AT LAKE AGNES, COLORADO.
THE MOUNTAIN BEHIND THE LAKE IS THE ONE THEY CLIMBED TOGETHER IN 1962.
FROM THIS SPOT, KEN COULD FISH AND REMEMBER THAT DAY HE AND NEVA GOT LOST TOGETHER.
PHOTO COURTESY OF NEVA PRUESS.
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Neva told me, “Lake Agnes in Colorado was a favorite spot. We hiked there almost every year from the mid
1970s until last July. The cutthroat trout photo, the high mountain lake species, was one he caught this year
[2016]. He hadn’t caught any there for several years but he did well this time. They were all carefully
released” (see Figure 4).

FIGURE 4. THE LAST TROUT KEN CAUGHT AND RELEASED AT HIS FAVORITE FISHING SPOT, LAKE AGNES.
PHOTO COURTESY OF NEVA PRUESS.

The Green River in Utah was the largest stream Ken fished. He caught brown and rainbow trout there.
Ken fished for for rainbow trout in many different stocked ponds in Colorado and Nebraska. Neva says,
“We ate his catch limit of those. He cleaned them and I cooked them”.
Around home, Ken fished the local lakes for pan fish: blue gills and crappies. He only varied from fly fishing in
the winter, when he went ice fishing for trout at local winter stocked lakes and for bluegills and crappies.
Even then he used lures he tied himself.
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Ken taught Entomology courses at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln for over 30 years, achieving Emeritus
status in 1997. He continued to go into his office on a regular basis right up to (and including) the day of his
death. He loved to teach and he conducted advanced research on a wide variety of insects. Throughout his
life, Ken continued to fish and tie flies (see Figure 5).

FIGURE 5. KEN HOLDING ONE OF HIS FLIES.

In his (semi) retirement he not only got more involved in his many hobbies, he gave many talks about them as
well. He gave one such talk as recently as September 29 of this year, at the Senior Entomologists Symposium
(see Figure 6).

FIGURE 6. KEN TALKING ABOUT HIS PASSIONS: FISHING, FLY-TYING AND STAMP COLLECTING.

Ken also became somewhat of an Ebay addict late in life and spent much of his office time putting lots up on
Ebay. Neva told me the last thing he did the day he died was to put three lots up on ebay. While driving home
from campus, Ken suffered a massive stroke. He was taken to the hospital, where he managed to hold on for
three more days.
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A Mentor
Ken Pruess was not only a mentor to his college students but to myself as a fish and game collector as well.
I was introduced to Ken by mutual friend E.L. Vanderford in the 1980s. Throughout the decade, I made three
or four trips a year to the midwest, visiting my wife’s family in the Minneapolis area and conducting business in
and around Minnesota. I made a point to visit with Ken on most of my trips.
When Ken and I first met, we spent a lot of time talking about stamps and science. I was a pre-med student
at Sonoma State University at the time and took a lot of science classes (eventually earning three science
degrees). Perhaps the biggest interest Ken and I shared – aside from fish and game stamps – was a passion
for genetics. We had many lively discussions late into the night and most of them were not about stamps.
For the first several years, our philatelic relationship centered on me buying and trading for his duplicate fish
and game stamps. Ken enjoyed trading and made a point to acquire quantities of duplicates from the likes of
Charles Bellinghausen, Art Soderling and Vanderford.
Ken was an active exhibitor and was perhaps the one person most responsible for my decision to exhibit.
He informed me of the trials that previous fish and game collectors had endured in an attempt to get
philatelic judges to take our material seriously. These were very advanced collectors, mind you, including
Hall of Famers Joseph Janousek and Les Lebo (see Fugure 7).

FIGURE 7. THIS FIRST PLACE AWARDED TO JOSEPH JANOUSEK
FOR HIS INCREDIBLE FISH AND GAME EXHIBIT
WOULD PROVE TO THE EXCEPTION, RATHER THAN THE RULE.
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When I finally made the decision to go ahead with it, Ken was one of my biggest supporters. Not only did
he provide me with tutorials on exhibiting – he allowed me to acquire all of the great rarities from his own
collection. Until now, Ken has never received proper credit for originally collecting most of these stamps.
In my opinion, Ken Pruess had one of the finest fish and game stamp collections of all time – definitely in the
top five. Long time collectors are going to be very surprised as we go through this series of posts, for in them
I will reveal Ken to be the source of many of the featured items in both mine and the Cspalar’s award winning
exhibits. Ken’s stamps can also be found in most of the areas on this website.

A Team Player
Our goal was to put together such a powerful fish and game exhibit that the judges would have little choice
other than to recognize it as such. In this way, we would level the playing field for future exhibitors of
fish and game stamps.
It took several years to acquire all the pieces to this puzzle. Bert Hubbard, Les Lebo, Ken Pruess and
E.L. Vanderford were of the invaluable help during this time – it was very much a team effort. While Ken was
willing to sell me some of the items I needed outright, he really preferred to trade. After we ran through all of
my fish and game duplicates, he wanted other items I did not have and knew little about – other types of state
revenue stamps.
Though I did not have the stamps Ken desired in trade, another friend of mine did – Elbert Hubbard. Bert lived
a couple hours from me in California. I had been visiting with him once a month for years, purchasing fish and
game stamps and licenses from his vast collection and, subsequently, as he ran across duplicates in his
storage areas.
It turns out that Ken and Bert used to be good friends too and they made deals together for decades – before
having a big falling out. I really don’t remember which of us first suggested the idea, but we soon developed
a mutually beneficial arrangement that went like this:
While Ken was reluctant to sell me the great fish and game rarities in his collection, he was willing to trade
them to me for equivalent non fish and game state revenues. Though I did not have these, Bert often did.
Bert and I got on well and he was willing to sell me items from his collection – as long as I paid him top dollar.
I would pick out a few fish and game stamps from Ken’s collection and he would give me a list of stamps that
he would take in trade – stamps that he knew Bert had in his collection. I would fly back home, drive down to
Bert’s and show him the list. He would pull the stamps out of his collection and tell me how much money he
wanted for them.
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I did not know – nor did I care – how much Bert’s stamps were really worth. My only concern was whether
I would be willing to pay that amount of money for Ken’s stamps. Most of the time, it worked out. After I
acquired the stamps from Bert, I held on to them until my next midwest trip. Then I brought them out to Ken
in Lincoln and we completed our trade (see Figure 8). This arrangement went on for for six years.

FIGURE 8. I CAN REMEMBER BEING THRILLED BACK IN THE 1980S,
WHEN I ACQUIRED THIS PAGE OF VIRGINIA ELK STAMPS FROM KEN IN TRADE
FOR SOME RARE CALIFORNIA STATE REVENUES I HAD PURCHASED FROM BERT HUBBARD.
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When the exhibit was finally ready, I picked Westpex (1992), in San Fransisco, to debut the exhibit Classic
State and Local Fish and Game stamps. This was my home town show and the one my father used to drive
me to when I was a young boy. Ken and Neva drove out from Lincoln to attend the show and exhibit Ken’s
New York Stock Transfer Tax. We were both happy to receive a beautiful Westpex gold medal (see Figure 9).

FIGURE 9. THE WESTPEX GOLD MEDAL.

Not only did Ken directly help me to obtain many of the key items in my exhibit, he also introduced me to
other fish and game collectors throughout the midwest. We frequently exhibited at shows together and often
critiqued each other’s exhibits (after I started to catch on). Ken often judged my exhibit at National shows and
since he knew my material so well, he was (for many years) able to point out its weaknesses to the other
judges (thanks, Ken). I judged his New York Stock Transfers once and could find very few weaknesses.
Over the years, my exhibit got better and better until one day in 1999 – a National Grand Award was finally
bestowed upon a fish and game stamp exhibit. I am honored to say that one of the members on the jury was
my old friend, Ken Pruess.
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Able To Share In Recent Successes
Lat year, Will and Abby Csaplar first showed their amazing exhibit, A License and Stamp System for Waterfowl
Conservation in the 20th Cenury U.S. They chose Westpex to debut their exhibit – the same show I debuted
mine at back in 1992. As they did in 1992, Ken and Neva drove all the way out from Lincoln, to exhibit his
California Agricultural Proration and show their support for Will and Abby.
At the awards banquet, my wife and son, Kay and Eric, and I shared a table with Will, Abby and Linda Csaplar,
Ken and Neva, Michael Jaffe and Michael Mahler. Everyone was happy as the Csapalars, Ken and both
Michaels received Westpex gold medals and the Csaplars won the ARA Grand Award their first time out
(see Figures 10 and 11).

FIGURE 10. KEN IS HAPPY TO RECEIVE A WESTPEX GOLD MEDAL IN 2015.
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FIGURE 11. THE CSAPLARS WON THE ARA GRAND WITH AN EXHIBIT FEATURING
SOME ITEMS THAT WERE FORMERLY IN KEN’S COLLECTION.
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I was even happier when I found that Ken had brought with him, to Westpex, a set of Oklahoma Crow Hunting
stamps he had promised me 30 years earlier. These were not required to hunt crows and are considered
philatelic “Cinderellas”. However, they are really cool and Ken had the only set recorded. He exhibited them at
national stamp shows for decades in a fun exhibit, The State of Taxes. It one of Ken’s prized possessions and
now he wanted me to have them (see Figure 12).

FIGURE 12. KEN’S CROW HUNTING STAMPS.
NOTE THE WRITE-UP ON THIS EXHIBIT PAGE WAS DONE YEARS EARLIER –
THE NORTH DAKOTA CROW CONTROL STAMPS ARE NO LONGER SCARCE.

This year (2016), the ARA meetings were held at the Sarasota National Stamp Exhibition. Once again, The
Csaplars and Ken received gold medals but this time it was “turn about makes fair play” as Ken’s fine exhibit,
New York Stock Transfer Tax, won the ARA Grand. I am now very grateful that Kay and I shared a table with
Ken and Neva that night and were able to enjoy the experience with them. Ken was surprised and, as usual,
very humble when accepting the award.
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Ken Pruess Remembered – Part Two
Today we will look at Ken Pruess’ involvement with The State Revenue Society, The State Revenue Newsletter
and E.L. Vanderford’s Handbook of Fish and Game Stamps. Through Ken’s selfless giving of his valuable time
(he was a professor at The University of Nebraska at Lincoln for much of this period), Ken helped shape the
future of revenue stamp collecting – and fish and game stamp collecting in particular – for generations to
come. It is safe to say that without Ken Pruess, our hobby would not not be the same today.
The history of state revenue literature is surprisingly long and dates back at least to 1892, when Mekeel’s
Stamp News included an article, Scott Auction Contains the Finest Lot of California Revenues Ever Offered, by
K. Narca. Mekeel’s would continue to be a primary source for information about state revenues into the 1950s.
Fish and Game Hall of Famers Frank Applegate and Elbert Hubbard (under the name E.S. Amsler) wrote many
articles about state revenues in Mekeels prior to the birth of The State Revenue Newsletter, starting in 1921
and 1944, respectively. Hubbard’s earliest work was a long-running column titled State Revenue Lore.
This column was superseded by Hubbard’s The State Revenoor. He was then credited variously as
E.A. Hubbard, El Hubbard and El S.A. Hubbard. Hubbard printed copies of his articles that appeared in
Mekeels and independently distributed them to state revenue enthusiasts known to him.
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The State Revenue Newsletter
In 1959, Hubbard founded the State Revenue Society (SRS) and it’s official publication was The State
Revenue Newsletter (SRN). By August, 1960, David C. Strock of Seattle , Washington had taken over
publication duties for the SRN from Hubbard. At this point, Elbert S.A. Hubbard was listed as Editor-In-Chief
and Strock as Managing Editor. As it concerns our story, it was then that Ken Pruess became a new member
of the SRS (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. KEN JOINED THE STATE REVENUE SOCIETY IN AUGUST OF 1960.
HIS MEMBERSHIP WAS PROPOSED BY E.S.A. HUBBARD.

The earliest mention of E.L. Vanderford in the SRN occurred December of 1960, and was in reference to the
Illinois Daily Usage stamps. According to Strock, Mr. E.L. Vanderford tells us that our comments in the June
number to the effect that these were issued from 1955 on, should have read “from 1953 and up”.
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One of Ken’s primary interests throughout his collecting life was in stamps and seals relating to honey;
for honey is made by bees and being an Entomologist, Ken had a keen interest in bees. His first contribution
to the SRN was in November of 1961, and was about Washington Honey Seals (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 2. KEN’S FIRST CONTRIBUTION TO THE STATE REVENUE NEWSLETTER.

In January of 1962, David Strock started soliciting his replacement as Managing Editor of the SRN (eventually
Nelson Caldwell of Missouri would assume his position). In the April, 1962 issue of the SRN, Strock spoke
highly of a new monograph by Ken Pruess titled Stamps, Taxes and Entomology (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 3. KEN COMBINES TWO OF HIS PASSIONS, REVENUE STAMPS
AND ENTOMOLOGY, INTO AN EXHIBIT AND A PUBLICATION.

In the August, 1962 issue of the SRN (following an SRS meeting at Westpex, in San Fransisco), Hubbard
announced that he was placing Dr. Kenneth Pruess on the SRS Board of Governors.
With the November, 1962, issue, Ken started to contribute original articles to the SRN. His first was a report
on the Illinois Cigarette stamps. In the June, 1964, issue, the SRN included an updated membership list.
Ken listed his stamp collecting interest as “insects on any type of stamp or seal” and his other hobbies as
“photography, hunting, fishing and bowling”.
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A New Editor for the SRN
In mid 1964, Caldwell had become ill and the SRN changed from monthly to bi-monthly. The NovemberDecember issue featured Ken’s first full length article, Louisiana Insecticide and Fungicide Stamps. In 1965
and early 1966, the SRN saw sporadic publication as Caldwell dealt with his illness. By September of 1966,
the SRN had a new Managing Editor, Ken Pruess (see Figure 4).

FIGURE 4. KEN GENEROUSLY STEPS IN FOR NELSON CALDWELL
AND BECOMES MANAGING EDITOR OF THE STATE REVENUE NEWSLETTER.
NOTE HIS MESSAGE TO SRS MEMBERS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE.
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This was an enormous undertaking on the part of Ken, as he he had recently accepted a full time professorship
at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln the previous year. In the May, 1967 issue of the SRN, Charles
Hermann was announced as an Assistant Editor and E.L Vanderford was acknowledged for his many fish
and game contributions (see Figure 5).

FIGURE 5. CHARLES HERMANN BECOMES ASSISTANT EDITOR OF THE SRN.
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Starting with the September, 1967 issue of the SRN, E.L. Vanderford was also named as an Assistant Editor
(Fish & Game) and the first of his fish and game listings appeared (see Figure 6). Ken Pruess had convinced
Van to update Joseph Janousek’s fish and game listings that previously had appeared in the American
Revenuer (see Figure 7).

FIGURE 6. THE FIRST OF E.L. VANDERFORD’S FISH AND GAME INSTALLMENTS
APPEARED IN THE SEPTEMBER, 1967 ISSUE OF THE SRN.
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JOSEPH JANOUSEK IN THE AMERICAN REVENUER.
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The plan, which originated with Ken, was to take Vanderford’s work upon completion and publish it as a stand
alone Handbook of Fish and Game Stamps. Of interest to fish and game collectors, the November 1967 issue
of the SRN included a notable new member – future Hall of Famer Les Lebo. Les was nominated by Ken
Pruess (see Figure 8).

FIGURE 8. ON THE LEFT FACING PAGE, UNDER SECRETARY’S REPORT – NEW MEMBERS,
WE SEE FUTURE FISH AND GAME HALL OF FAMER, LESTER E. LEBO,
PROPOSED BY KEN PRUESS (CLICK TO ENLARGE).
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Ken and Van would work tirelessly on this project for over six years. This was to take a great toll on Ken,
who continued to soldier on (see Figure 9).

FIGURE 9. PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE TO SRS BOARD MEMBERS,
DATED FEBRUARY 19, 1973.

Ron Lesher would soon become the next State Revenue Newsletter Managing Editor.
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The Handbook Was Ken’s Idea
On April 18, 1973, Ken sent Van a letter of interest to our story for two reasons. First, we can see that Ken is
aggressively pursuing all fish and game stamps by this time, not just trout stamps. Second, he states that he
is returning to Van some stamps he xeroxed for reproduction in the updated Handbook. I found in the letter
copies of the xeroxes, including one for the unique 1938 Ohio Pymatuning stamp (see Figures 10 and 11).
It makes me kind of uncomfortable when I think of them putting the Pymatuning stamp in a glassine and
sending it back and forth in the mail!

FIGURE 10. THE LETTER FROM KEN TO VAN, DATED APRIL 19, 1973,
SHOWN WITH THE XEROX OF THE 1938 PYMATUNING.
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On May 2, 1973, Ken sent Van another letter of interest. In it he includes a xerox and a photocopy of two
previously unrecorded Montana stamps he had acquired. Note the last paragraph where he asks Van to
consider publishing a stand alone version of the Handbook of Fish and Game Stamps. In other words, the
Handbook, like the original listings in the SRN – was Ken’s idea and not Van’s. Also, we see Ken originally
intended for the Handbook to include values (see Figures 12 and 13).

FIGURE 12. THE LETTER FROM KEN TO VAN DATED MAY 2, 1973,
WHERE HE ASKS VAN TO CONSIDER PUBLISHING A PRINTED VERSION OF
THE HANDBOOK OF FISH AND GAME STAMPS.
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FIGURE 13. 1958-59 MONTANA BOW AND ARROW STAMP,
EX PRUESS.
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On August 16, 1973, Ken sent Van a letter telling him his duties as Managing Editor for the SRN were
concluded, “My last Newsletter went in the mail today”. He also sent to Van a pre-publication copy of the front
page of the July, 1973, issue of the SRN. It contains an article by Van on the Leech Lake Indian Reservation
stamps. Of more significance to our story, it includes a good-bye from Ken (see Figures 14a and b).

FIGURE 14A. LETTER FROM KEN TO VAN DATED AUGUST 19, 1973.
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FIGURE 14B. PRE-PUBLICATION COPY OF THE COVER FOR THE JULY, 1973 SRN.
NOTE THE PARAGRAPH AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE.
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The Handbook of Fish and Game Stamps
With the responsibilities of Managing Editor for the SRN behind him, Ken was able to focus his available time
on the Handbook. The first thing to do was design a cover. Ken laid out a sample cover and sent it to Van for
input on September 1, 1973. Much to his surprise, Van made no changes and the rather crude first draft
became the charming cover we know today (see Figures 15a and b).

FIGURE 15A. THE LETTER FROM KEN WHICH ACCOMPANIED THE FIRST DRAFT OF THE HANDBOOK COVER.
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FIGURE 15B. THE SAMPLE COVER KEN MADE UP FOR VAN’S INPUT.
AS YOU CAN SEE, VAN DID NOT CHANGE A THING.
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Next, was to determine the size of the first edition and its selling price. This took a little longer to decide.
Ken sent an initial letter to the SRS Board of Governors on August 31 and a follow-up on September 20, 1973
(see Figures 16 and 17). In the second letter, he indicates he would handle the Handbook sales, himself.

FIGURE 16. KEN’S LETTER TO THE SRS BOARD OF DIRECTORS ON AUGUST 31.
NOTE THE LAST PARAGRAPH, WHEREIN KEN RESTATES HIS INTEREST IN
TURNING THE HANDBOOK INTO A FUTURE CATALOG, WITH VALUES.
VAN TOLD ME THE REASON THIS NEVER HAPPENED IS BECAUSE HE DID NOT FEEL QUALIFIED TO DO SO.
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FIGURE 17. KEN’S FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO THE BOARD, DATED SEPTEMBER 20, 1973.
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On the reverse of Van’s copy of the letter dated September 20, Ken typed an additional private
correspondence. In it, Ken suggests using Handbook of Fish and Game Stamps as a title for the book,
the same as was used in serial publication in the SRN. Ken also asks permission to include his two recent
Montana discoveries in a future SRN article and informs Van he is negotiating to buy the stock of famed fish
and game dealer, Art Soderling (see Figure 17).

FIGURE 17. REVERSE OF VAN’S LETTER FROM KEN, DATED SEPTEMBER 20, 1973.
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So there you have it; as Managing Editor for the State Revenue Newsletter, It was Ken’s idea for Van to
update Joseph Janousek’s fish and game listings as a serial publication in the SRN. Ken made all the xeroxes,
stencils and layouts and then published and mailed the actual newsletters, themselves.
Then it was Ken’s idea to take the completed listings and turn them into a book, the Handbook of Fish and
Game Stamps. Ken designed the cover, produced the books and handled the sales.
The Handbook would become the leading fish and game reference for 20 years and the “bible” of our hobby.
It single-handedly was responsible for guiding hundreds of fledgling collectors through their growing pains and
deserves much credit for helping to establish the collecting of fish and game stamps as a viable niche in the
largest hobby in the world.
Along the way, Ken would directly help many fish and game collectors to get started, including future Hall of
Famer Les Lebo. Elmore Vanderford was a good friend and my biggest mentor, largely owing to the fact he
lived two hours away from me in Sacramento (while Ken lived in Lincoln, Nebraska). For decades, Van has
received the lion’s share (or all) of the credit for the listings in the SRN and for the Handbook, itself.
Ken Pruess was a very humble man and he wanted it that way. In the past, I have kept quiet out of respect to
both of my friends. However, one of our goals for this website is to record fish and game history for posterity as
accurately as possible. If you are like most of us, your copy of the Handbook is well worn. The next time you
look something up in it, perhaps you will remember Ken Pruess.
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Ken Pruess Remembered – Part Three
In today’s post we will continue to look at Ken’s contributions to the hobby of collecting state revenue stamps
in general and fish and game stamps in particular. During the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s, Ken was
a prolific writer and speaker. He wrote articles for the State Revenue Newsletter, The American Revenuer and
published his first catalog, Nebraska Revenue Stamps, in 1972.

Articles in the SRN
The following is a listing of the more significant contributions made by Ken to the SRN during this period. It
should be noted that the multi-part article, New York Stock Transfer Tax Stamps – A Study of the Plate Varieties
(in collaboration with with Charles Bellinghausen) is one of the major revenue works of all time:

March, 1968 (Vol 8; No 2), Cigarette Meters – A Challenging Area of Specialization.
April, 1968 (Vol 8; No 3), Subject Index to State Revenue Newsletter (with O.R. Bloom).
May, 1968 (Vol 8: No 4), The Nebraska Real Estate Transfer Stamp.
January, 1969 (Vol 9; No 1), Cancellations on the New York Secured Debt Tax Stamps.
May, 1970 (Vol 10; No 3), “Paid Under Protest” Cancels on New York Stock Transfer Stamps.
January 1971 (Vol 11; No 1), New York Stock Transfer Tax Stamps – A Study of the Plate Varieties
(with Charles Bellinghausen).
March, 1971 (Vol 11; No 2), Nebraska Feed Stamps and Tags.
July, 1971 (Vol 11; No 4) New York Stock Transfer… Part Two.
November, 1971 (Vol 11; No 6), New York Stock Transfer… Part Three.
January, 1972 (Vol 12; No 1), New York Stock Transfer… Part Four.
March, 1972 (Vol 12; No 2), New York Stock Transfer… Part Five.
May, 1972 (Vol 12; No 3), The 1901 Missouri Liquor Stamp.
July, 1972 (Vol 12; No 4), “Double Punched” Dates on Nebraska Stamps.
September, 1972 (Vol 12; No 5), New York Stock Transfer… Part Six.
November, 1972 (Vol 12; No 6), New York Stock Transfer… Part Seven.
January, 1973 (Vol 13; No 1), Missouri Beer Tax: 1899-1901.
January, 1973 (Vol 13; No 1), New York Stock Transfer… Part Eight.
May, 1973 (Vol 13; No 3), City Tobacco Decals.
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January, 1974 (Vol 14; No 1), Maine Beer Stamps: History.
March, 1974 (Vol 14, No 2), Plate Varieties of the Pint Maine Beer Stamps.
September, 1974 (Vol 14; No 5), Kentucky Oleomargarine Tax.
November, 1974 (Vol 14; No 6), A critique of the State Revenue Exhibits by a Monday Morning Quarterback.
March, 1976 (Vol 16; No 2), State Revenue Index to Mekeels – 1892 to 1957.
May, 1977 (Vol 17; No 3), Virginia Documentary Stamp for Liquor.
January, 1978 (Vol 18; No 1), Fish and Game Stamps Available [from State Agencies].
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In this last article (January, 1978), it was Ken who first informed collectors that Delaware was making their
obsolete trout stamps available at a discount. One of each remainder was placed in a glassine envelope
and sold to collectors for $10.00. It was first come, first served (see Figures 1a and b).

FIGURE 1A. KEN INFORMED COLLECTORS OF THE
DELAWARE TROUT STAMP PACKS IN 1978.

FIGURE 1B. MAKING IT POSSIBLE FOR THEM TO
ACQUIRE SOME RARE STAMPS, QUITE INEXPENSIVELY.

When the packs were initially sold, my understanding is there were no 1956, 1957, 1959 or 1968 resident or
1956 non resident stamps included. Only two or three packs contained 1976 Type I non resident stamps.
David Curtis and Charles Souder were two of the fortunate recipients of these, thanks to Ken’s tip.
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Very few (less than ten) packs included 1960, 1961, 1965 or 1976 Type I resident or 1972 non resident
stamps. Less than 20 packs included the 1966 resident. The next to sell out were the 1963 and 1964 resident,
in that order. On the other hand, packets sold well into the 1990s included 1958 and 1962 resident stamps.
By putting his specialized knowledge in print, Ken helped other collectors to gain a greater understanding
and appreciation for various revenue stamps. Many would then become interested in collecting these stamps,
themselves.
Ken’s writing also helped make it possible for his own exhibit, New York Stock Transfer Tax, to do quite well
over the years – including winning the ARA Grand Award as recently as this year (2016).
Exhibitors take note: It is of vital importance to provide the (philatelic) judges with sufficient information about
the material in your exhibit. This may require you to write up some of the information (and get it published)
yourself.
During this time, Ken was also giving talks and seminars about his revenue stamp collecting interests at
stamp club meetings, stamp shows and even at Entomologist meetings and conventions. It seems that his
fellow Entomologists found the stamps which included insects fascinating – especially the trout stamps.
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The Kansas and Nebraska Revenue Catalogs
The March, 1972, issue of the SRN announced that two new catalogs “should be ready for shipment by
May 15.” Both catalogs were being offered spiral-bound as well as loose leaf. The new catalogs were the
Kansas State Revenue Catalog by fish and game Hall of Famer Charles J. Bellinghausen and Nebraska
Revenue Stamps by Kenneth P. Pruess (see Figures 2 and 3).

FIGURE 2. COVER FOR THE KANSAS STATE REVENUE CATALOG,
BY CHARLES J. BELLINGHAUSEN.
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FIGURE 3. COVER FOR NEBRASKA REVENUE STAMPS,
BY KENNETH P. PRUESS.

The SRS was able to offer both catalogs in a spiral-bound format courtesy of Bellinghausen, who arranged
for this service on his own. Both catalogs were updated and more comprehensive versions of previous listings
compiled by Bert Hubbard and (for the fish and game stamps) Joseph Janousek.
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It was in the Kansas State Revenue Catalog that Bellinghausen first provided information about four early
Marion County, Kansas duck and fishing stamps not recorded by Janousek. These included the 1943
duck stamp, the first true duck stamp to be issued by any level of government (see Figure 4).

FIGURE 4. IN 1972, CHARLES BELLINGHAUSEN FIRST RECORDED
FOUR EARLY MARION COUNTY STAMPS IN HIS KANSAS STATE REVENUE CATALOG.
THE 1943 STAMP IS THE WORLD’S FIRST TRUE “DUCK STAMP”.

The SRN description for Nebraska Revenue Stamps is as follows: “…18 pp., 81/2 x 11. 85 illus. Extensive
historical data. Over 350 major, many minor varieties listed. Includes cigarette, beer, liquor, wine, feed, tags,
hunting stamps… $1.25 postpaid.”
Once again, Ken was sharing his extensive knowledge with the collecting community. More recently, in 2007,
Ken would publish his second catalog, Colorado Revenue Stamps.
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Ken Arranges for LINPEX ’74 to Host the SRS
Page 19 of the March, 1974, issue of the SRN carried two items of interest regarding our story about Ken.
The top of the page featured an open letter from SRS President Mac Matesen.
In it, Matesen stated “Our organization has reached a significant landmark in that for the FIRST time we are
being co-hosted at a major stamp show. On behalf of the membership of the SRS I have accepted the
invitation of the Lincoln Stamp Club to attend LINPEX ’74 which shall be held October 5 and 6…
Kenneth P. Pruess will be the coordinator for the SRS…” (see Figure 5).

FIGURE 5. KEN PRUESS ARRANGED FOR THE SRS TO BE HOSTED
AT A MAJOR STAMP SHOW. CLICK TO ENLARGE.
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Getting the State Revenue Society to be hosted by a major stamp show provided much credibility for the
organization. Not too many people know this, but it was Ken who also developed the SRS program – and
personally wrote the criteria – for presenting awards at World Series of Philately (WSP) shows.
The lower portion of the page contained Ken’s short article on the previously unrecorded Montana Bow and
Arrow and Special Deer stamps discussed in the last post. At this point, I thought it would be interesting to
show the pages from both our exhibits, Ken’s and my own, where the Special Deer stamp has resided,
continuously, for over 40 years – ever since the SRN article above was published (see Figures 6, 7 and 8).

FIGURE 6. KEN’S EXHIBIT PAGE FOR THE MONTANA SPECIAL AREA DEER AND ELK STAMPS.
THE DEER STAMP WAS MOUNTED AT THE TOP,
WITH THE ELK STAMP OVERPRINTED “GARDINER” TO THE RIGHT OF THE UNUSED EXAMPLE.
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FIGURE 7. PAGE FROM MY CLASSIC STATE AND LOCAL FISH AND GAME STAMPS.
NOTE THAT WHILE KEN’S SPECIAL DEER STAMP REMAINS THE ONLY RECORDED UNUSED EXAMPLE,
A FEW USED EXAMPLES HAVE BEEN RECORDED SINCE I LAST SHOWED THIS EXHIBIT –
IN THE CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS EXHIBITION OF 2000.
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FIGURE 8. THE UNUSED MONTANA SPECIAL DEER STAMP.
EX PRUESS.

Since Ken’s article in the SRN, no additional unused Montana Special Deer stamps have been recorded.
It is likely this one example would not be in collectors hands today, if not for Ken Pruess.
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The Great Crow Hunt
While Ken was researching fish and game stamps at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln Library, he came
across an article which included a photograph of an Oklahoma Crow Hunting stamp.
The stamp fascinated Ken and would eventually cause him to spend many hours researching, writing about
and writing to find all of the Oklahoma Crow stamps, themselves. Much of his time was spent trying to locate
an example from 1968, the “first year of issue”.
Modeled after the federal waterfowl stamps, they were apparently not actually required to hunt crows. They
were given to hunters, gratis, who participated in an annual “invitational crow shoot” in the vicinity of Fort Cobb,
Oklahoma. It seems that an overabundance of crows in the area – two million at its peak – resulted in them
being viewed as pests. The stamp was used as an inducement to recruit hunters to reduce their population
(see Figure 9).

FIGURE 9. HUNTERS “RED” WATT AND FRANK RUSK SHOW OFF CROWS
KILLED AT FORT COBB, OKLAHOMA IN THE 1960S.
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In October of 1973, Ken wrote to E.L. Vanderford, telling him of his discovery in the library and asking if he had
ever heard of such a stamp (see Figure 10). Van told Ken he had not and also became intrigued.

FIGURE 10. LETTER FROM KEN TO VAN, DATED OCTOBER 26, 1973.
NOTE THE LAST PARAGRAPH.
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By March of 1975, Ken had obtained enough information (including two of the Oklahoma stamps) to write an
article in The American Revenuer titled The Great Crow Hunt (see Figures 11a, b and c).

FIGURE 11A. THE GREAT CROW HUNT, BY KEN PRUESS.
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FIGURE 11B. THE GREAT CROW HUNT (SECOND PAGE), BY KEN PRUESS.
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FIGURE 11C. THE GREAT CROW HUNT (THIRD PAGE), BY KEN PRUESS.
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One day, many years later, Ken’s personal crow hunt finally came to an end when his billowing
correspondence produced a lead that enabled him to acquire the elusive 1968 Oklahoma Crow stamp
(see Figure 12).

FIGURE 12. 1968 OKLAHOMA CROW HUNTING STAMP,EX PRUESS.

When I first saw the set of stamps at Ken’s house, back in the 1980s, I had the same reaction he did.
Wow – these stamps were really cool! I made Ken some ridiculous offers, both in cash and trade, for the set
of crow stamps but he did not want to part with them.
He really loved them and, besides, he had put so much time into acquiring the set – I could never come close
to repaying him. Ken held on to the set for 30 more years, exhibiting them all over the country for others to
enjoy, before bringing them out to me at Westpex last year (2016).
The time had come, he told me, for him to part with them. The asking price? A fraction of the offers I had made
him (over half my life) earlier. I will provide them with a good home, Ken.

